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This is a compilation of the
work that I did for Farmerline over the period of June
2017-November 2017. Much
of this can be used as is or
as inspiration to further
their brand image.
Please enjoy.
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Photobank & Videobank
Over the course of 15 field visits, I captured over
12,000 pictures and video clips of Farmerline’s
workshops and interactions.
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Case Study Designs
The the copy of five business case studies (PDF format) is reflected in an aesthetic compilation. Each unique design is
mean to excite readers about Farmerline’s business partners and current projects.
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Artcards for Website
These artcards were created using photos
from the photobank. They are meant for
Farmerline’s website industry tab.
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Mockup Design for Website
Mockups for a potential new website tab design of Farmerline’s website. The tiles on the left would be what
are presented, when the mouse is hovered over the left
window, the tile on the right expands to fill the screen.
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Referral Campaign
I reccomended this referral campagin with the main objective of bringing new
farmer users into Farmerline’s pilot input loan program.
The problem was that Farmerline couldn’t reach every farmer that they wanted
with the amount of staff they had, and the spread out locations of the farmers. The
steps to achieve as much market saturation as possible are outlined as follows:
Designate a farmer as a referee farmer in each town. A referee can refer their
friends to the Farmerline loan input program. If they do so they get credit off their
next purchase and the person who they refer gets a few cedi off their first purchase, as well as becomes a referee themselves.
In this way, Farmerline will be able to reach far more people than they could hope
to reach themselves.
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Referral Campaign (cont.)
This idea came to me after the first few field visits. It became clear
that a lot of Farmerline’s success in different villages was not due
necessarily to the quality of their service, but to the referral of village influencers.
Farmerline could give the best pitch in the world at one of their
workshops, but as long as the Chief Farmer, or an influental
farmer didn’t support Farmerline as well, they would have no success in the villages. This was indicative of a larger phenomena in
Ghana. People trust other people they know over the logical appeals of a business.
This relationship was something that I realized could be capitalized off of, particularly to the benefit of both Farmerline and the
farmers, as Farmerline could not, with the staff given, reach their
full target population.
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X is Our Farmer Campaign
The X is Our Farmer print based campaign is a campaign that would tag photos of farmers who just
bought the farming input with the phrase “X is Our
Farmer.”
These posters would be posted in the towns from
which the photos were taken. The farmers seeing
farmers they personally know recognized by Farmerline would hopefully incentivize further adoption of
the brand.
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Example Social Media Posts
Farmerline frequently posts on social media. These are
some of the exmaple social media posts that could be
used as inspiration for future content.
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Farmer Flyer Handout
This is an example of flyer which Farmerline
could use as a handout to farmers when
they go do workshops in differents towns.
The flyer gives a brief description of the services provided and features a local farmer.
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The Creative Process

I had one core theme and motive for each of my ideations... the
farmer. Farmerline’s heart and soul resides with their clientele
farmers. Farmers are not just a part of their business model, but a
part of their lives, therefore I thought that it was important that
they be the forefront of any marketing material that was created.
To communicate just how much the farmer truly is a part of Farmerline I adopted the following principles:
1. Always show a farmer.
2. The farmer is the aesthetic, everthing else is background.
3. If a farmer smiles, we smile. Show a farmer smiling.
This presentation style, surrounding the farmer, is evident visually
in the pieces sampled. Seeing a farmer in their element, smiling,
or interacting with Farmerline increases the human aspect of all
content. It creates a connection with the audience, both externally, and if Farmerline were to use this content with other farmers.
In total, adhering to these principles, I believe that Farmerline can
better communicate its human factor, its reach, and most of all its
impact.

Forever exploring,
Caleb Zatto

